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updates are offered on a monthly basis, and only when an update is available will the tomtom software automatically update. please note that the tomtom service centre will need to have the latest tomtom software to perform the update. if
you do not have this software, you can get it online here: www.tommototools.com/software. as part of its smart lock function, the tomtom one will lock the screen when the device is in silent mode. this way, you can still use your phone or
other devices, without the tomtom one making any noise. the default screen lock password is your registration or serial number. once your tomtom gps has been updated, and you have checked that your registration or serial number is

correct, you can turn off your tomtom device to conserve power. you can get an idea of how much power your tomtom gps device is using by opening the tomtom software and selecting 'power consumption', and selecting 'all power
options'. from here, you can see that your device is using up a fair amount of power, between 3 to 4 hours of battery life. the tomtom xpress 4 comes with free lifetime traffic, weather, and road information and 7-day map and route history.

you can even download tomtom's windows live services, including tomtom's new live services, including live directions, live travel time, and live traffic (free) for your vehicle's location. with tomtom's live services, you can even use your
smartphone or tablet to get turn-by-turn directions and real-time traffic information for your vehicle. and, just like with one, you'll get your voice-guided driving directions for free, not to mention free point of interest information.

Download
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the tomtom one app uses your smartphone's gps and compass to
get around and shows you the route with map and voice prompts.
you can switch the tomtom one app to silent mode when you don't
want it to disturb you, or customize the directions with the route
preferences and detailed map options. - the tomtom one app can
be used with the device that it was purchased with. the app is no
longer available for use on devices purchased after march 2015.

you can download the latest version of the app from the app store
or google play store.- the tomtom one app must be used with the

device that it was purchased with. you will need to go to a tomtom
service centre, depending on which country you live in, and you

will need to bring with you your current tomtom device, the serial
number, and either your tomtom registration card or your original

receipt from the purchase of your tomtom device. from the
tomtom device itself, simply power on and select 'check for

update'. the tomtom software will check to see if there is a new
version available, and download this if the update is available. you

will be asked if you want to update, and if you do, you will be
asked to enter a serial number from the back of the tomtom, which
is a unique number you were given when you first purchased your

tomtom device. if you have a tomtom device with the serial
number displayed on the back, you will know this. once the update
is complete, the tomtom software will check that the serial number

you entered is correct, and your device will be updated. once
complete, a message will appear, telling you that the tomtom

software is up to date. from this point onwards, the tomtom update
will be performed automatically. if you want to force an update,

you can choose this in the tomtom software. when you do this, you
may be asked to enter your registration or serial number to verify

the update. once complete, you will be asked to restart your
tomtom device. 5ec8ef588b
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